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Abstract: - In Data mining environment a large amount of data is been produced, that need to be analyzed
and several patterns to be extracted to gain Knowledge. In the field of big data many challenges are faced in data
mining. So, a proper architecture should be handled to gain knowledge on big data. However, the inter-company
indulged in data sharing and unique challenges to a data management system including scalability &
security. Data storage can be done in two ways such as scalable and elastic. While dealing with elastic data it
needs to concentrate on many areas splitting up of data. In this proposed paper it includes a review necessary for
handling such a large data set by fragmenting & defragmenting. It involves mainly on fetching up of data without
any loss, also in the paper it enhances integration of data & Pay as you go model for efficient storage. It uses
clustering of data in data set storage with K means algorithm. It is a reliable and efficient form of providing
security which use cluster data.
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1. Introduction
In data mining the data to be mined varies from small data set to large data set i.e. big data [1]. Each and every
network maintains its own site and selectively shares a portion of its business data with others. Each and every
corporate network scouts for a right data sharing platform. Examples of such network can be freelancer in which
job seekers apply for jobs. In this it hires freelancer [2]. The information of the seekers will be given and job
availability should be shared.
From the existing process of sharing is done only between inter companies. It results in performance
degradation where traditional data sharing is achieved by centralized data warehouse which extracts data from
internal production systems [3]. First the network needs to improve the scalability to support various
participants this system involves huge hardware/software investments and high maintenance cost. The network
site should customize the access control to see which seekers can see which part of the data shared. In most of
data mining flexibility is needed [4]. Data fusion is termed as binding together data from multiple sources to
create new sight.
Time series Analysis measures and predicts one or more values at different variance of times. Visualization
grows with complexity of data sets that needs better ways to display them in meaningful ways. Security and
privacy issues will only grow as data get bigger [5]. Data Mining is the process of recovering patterns among
many fields in the database. Big Data are the large amount of data being processed by the Data Mining
environment. Browsing through a large data set would be difficult and time consuming, we have to follow
certain procedures, a proper algorithm and method is needed to classify the data, find a suitable pattern among
them. Due to Increase in the amount of data in the field of applications, environmental research and many
others, it has become difficult to find, analyze patterns, associations within such large data. As a querying
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process we use map reduce join technique [6]. This also provides robustness to data. In existing system it only
focuses on the benefits of corporate networks. Faults may occur in existing system and hence we are using fault
tolerance method to overcome the fault that occurs.
To form a corporate network, companies simply register their sites with the service providers that place
instances in cloud and the export the data to those instances for sharing. Elastic data model adopts the pay-asyou-go business model popularized by cloud computing [7]. They pay for what they use in terms of node
instance‟s storage capacity. The data which can be stored and retrieved between corporate networks gets
transferred node to node. The main workload of corporate network is simple low-overhead queries. Such
searching process involves typically only querying a very small number of launchers and can be processed in
short time [8]. For this time consuming analytical tasks, we provide an interface for exporting data from node to
Hadoop and allow user to analyze those data using Map reduce. The major contribution is that the system
provides flexible and scalable solutions for corporate network applications.

2. Database Server Engine with Large Data Set
The various techniques used for storing a large data set are db server and db engine creation that makes multiple
clients creation along with that. This implementation helps elastic data for flexible storage and retrieval of server
engine data set along with storage and retrieval. Map join reduce will be applied for effective storage and
retrieval in large data set [9]. They have fragmentation and clustering of data sets. These are the techniques used
for storage and retrieval of large data set.

2.1 Db server and Db Engine Creation
Db server is created which manages all the db engine connected.The database will be stored in the db engine via
db server.Db server registers the db engine [10]. Db server raise request to server for new db engine .Since it is
elastic model need for db engine is non scalable.
2.2 Client Creation
Clients are created by registering them in the server.They will upload data in pay as you go model.They will
retrieve their own data from the db server.

2.3 Elastic Data Implementation
The data store in the db engine will be in elastic model the data of the particular user will be stored in various
places [11]. According to the space availability in the db engine the data of the user will be scattered and
stored.When the data is retrieved then it will be integrated to provide as one file.
2.4 Map Join And Reduce Implementation
The data stored in db engines will be mapped by the db server.when the user query for his data then the mapping
of data will take place and then the joining of data will be done.the n number of split ups will be integrated and
reduced to one particular file [12].

3. Fragmentation Algorithm Usage
This algorithm is fragmentation of data set i.e.splitting up of data set and storing the datas in the available space.
The fragmentation can be held both vertically or horizintally.The algorithm will improve data mining
performance by dataware housing [13]. While storing the data it will check for the free space according to the
need .If the available free space is sufficient for the storage of all the split up of a particular user then it will
defragment the files in one place.Through this will improve performance for every particular period.
This can also be performed when the database is in idle state.The server can defragment all the db engines and
like wise the individual db engine can also do [14]. While proceeding the split ups of data set the server will
search for the free space for the datas to be stored it will map the data & search for the space .While performing
the process of fragmentation & defragmentation the system performance will long last. Performance
upgradation will take place. & scalability may increase. By implementing fragmentation process crashing of
data or hanging of data while usage may get decreased.
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There are several reasons that make the cloud computing a contender for traditional computing techniques.
Reasons to be listed:unlimited scalability.There are more cloud resources . If a customer desires more
resources, he/she can rent those capabilities and resources will be available to the customer almost instantly.
Speed of deployment. Offering of full-fledged services by cloud providers can reduce deployment time
compared to in-house deployment. Elasticity in which cloud computing a pay-per-use payment model is
generally applied, meaning that you only pay for the resources you actually use. This model ensures that startup
costs and costs due to over-provisioning are avoided, without the risk of missing service levels due to under
provisioning [15].
Reliability. Theoretically, a cloud provider can achieve high reliability. This can be achieved not only by taking
one copy of all but also by having for example multiple data centers (allowing for handling for example power
outages). However, there have already been significant service outages in cloud computing, making this
debatable [16]. Reduced costs. Thanks to economies of scale (things tend to get cheaper when scale increases) at
the cloud provider, costs can be reduced, potentially allowing customers to reduce costs as well. Elasticity
allows for reduced costs when usage is low, as the customer uses less resources and therefore pays less. Because
certain expertise can be centralized at the cloud provider the customer does no longer have to have this experts
while allowing the customer to potentially save money.
Now that the fields of both data warehousing and cloud computing have been surveyed, we will speculate about
the combination to see whether or not there are promising possibilities for data storingwarehousing in the cloud
[17]. We will do so by analyzing the following forementioned arguments against moving towards the cloud:its
the slow speed of moving data towards the cloud, poor performance in the cloud, loss of control and costs
issues. We will also specifically analyze the current possibilities for enabling elasticity. Compute nodes or
between compute nodes in a fast. Funtionality: It also provides high performance relevant to the applications
needd and the space needed. Data needs to move from persistent cloud storage towards compute nodes or
between compute nodes in a fast way. Moving significant amounts of data (up to terabytes) can be needed when
new nodes become active (in order to deal with a changing workloads for example) as well as during query
processing.
This is a challenge because storage and network bandwidth in the cloud are generally not ast compared to
traditional data warehousing systems. A possible (partial) solution is to use compression to reduce bandwidth
usage while paying the price of higher CPU usage. The capabilities of virtual machines will have to be exploited
by data warehousing systems in the cloud, resulting in low-level technical issues. While traditional data
warehousing systems generally do not make use of virtual machines, data warehousing systems in the cloud will
likely have to because VM‟s are generally the platform offered by cloud providers. Virtual machine
optimizations are also discussed [18].

4. Securing DB Server with K-Means Algorithm
Flexibility :In order to achieve elasticity data warehousing systems in the cloud will have to be able to scale up
and down automatically once workloads, amounts of users or data volumes increase or decrease. Partitioning
can be use in order to distribute data across different nodes in the cloud, comparable to the situation in
traditional (cluster) data warehousing systems [19]. Each node can receive a number of these partitions (or
„shards‟).In traditional system data warehousing partitioning is been alloted.. In a cloud a much more dynamic
system is required.
Load balancing is required in order to be able to fairly spread workloads over nodes in the cloud storage. It can
brought up many upcoming issues regarding the re-partitioning, re-replication and/or re distributing of data
based on changing usage patterns. Privacy. Data mining systems in the cloud must be able to encrypt data
locally to assure privacy. The are possible operations for data encryption where the data must be a valuable
addition. It leads to discuss issues that encrypts requirement of different analysis of data cryptography.
Security. Data warehousing systems in the cloud must be secured by the data warehouse which includs all kind
of communication to the data warehouse are accessible only to the original customer. Security threats have
many kind of storage capabilities. Monitoring. Monitoring capabilities have to be available for customers and
administrators in order to analyze the systems operations. Potential bottlenecks (e.g. „killer-queries‟) must also
be detected and cancelled when required. Monitoring capabilities are important in achieving for example
elasticity and load balancing. It changes different patterns of detecting the ability to detect the decision where
scaling is requiredwhich does not need any load balancing techniques.
Though fragmentation and defragmentation process is adhered some security problems may occur. To protect
the next overcover we use k-means clustering algorithm. The clustering is an exploratory task of data mining.
Most of the researches on privacy preservation in clustering are developed for k-means clustering. By, using this
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algorithm it may provide bounteous security to the data set. This Algorithm is mostly used for statis tical data
analysis. K-means clustering is used when different sites contain different attributes for different common
entities. Every cluster of entity in have learning for attributes towards every sites for entity.

4.1 Building TheBlocks of Security
The processing servers then privately collaborate this may held without running the actual data to run the Kmeans algorithm over the secret shares. In order to achieve thie security we use chinese remainder
theorem(CRT). In our setting of problem, we ask each of the collaborating users to compute the secret shares of
their private data, and send them over to the processing. Shatter Function φ(x) - Compute and store the secret
shares of the private data : is defined as the one that splits the data x into R parts, x1, x2, ..., xR, such that each
share,xi, by itself does not reveal any information about x. The participating users pre-decidea set uses prime
data set that will have different scale factor.

5. Conclusion
In this proposed approach we define data storage and data retrieval in large set of data sets in several kinds of
patterns. To handle knowledge about splitting of data with fragmentation technique and store it in cluster form
of database that deals with elastic data. They concentrate on enhancement of data fetching and integration of
data in a clustered format using K- means algorithm. This algorithm of security blocks process the secret shares
of private data that achieves security for actual data that runs using shatter function. Thus the data here will be
stored by fragmenting the data and there it uses K means algorithm and the data cluster will be formed using
them. Thus by applying this we achieve high security for large data sets.
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